
revenuelabÏîñëàíèé  ifypeji - 10.03.2023 18:14_____________________________________Kyiv igaming affiliate conference 2023 - actual cases from the leaders of the gambling industryThis year we have focused on fresh handbags and networking. For this reason, i received this movie of the catalog of affiliate marketing events that people attend.Using the promo code aff20 you have the opportunity to find a discount at registration in xx%! Chapter For whomwhat will be discussedpanel discussionnetworking and after-partyfor whomLet a person the name does not bother you, not only webmasters working with gambling offers will be happy on kiac19, but also:- Cpa-networks;- developers;- seo - specialists; - affiliate marketers;- representatives of the affiliate marketing industry.What are they discussingOrganizers of the kyiv igaming affiliate conference (international smile-expo, which is already thirteen years old) find business events about innovations) are supplemented for the judgment of the public of expert practitioners: webmasters, arbitrageurs, marketers, lawyers. Last time, their reports received excellent knowledge from you.Here are just a few theses of the upcoming speeches:- The role of a gambling affiliate in the eyes of players. - That phenomena in the field of gambling trading are growing.- Promotions and joint events as a method of attracting the attractiveness of an offer.- Optimizing a virtual casino for traffic.- Banking compliance last year, or a red flag when opening an account .- A program in the gambling industry.- How to make kpi bets so that partners can quickly access and therefore not go into the red.Panel discussionIn addition to reports , sector leaders will discuss on the discussion platform of discussions, betting - on classic games and e-sports. They will share their thoughts on how the accent should be done today, and where they balance between current areas of development.The discussion is moderated by levon nikoghosyan from partnermatrix.networking and afterpartyVisitors of kiac 2019 are eager to take part in productive networking, make useful contacts, find new partners for personal commerce creativity.At the afterparty, a conversation with the involvement and speakers in an informal meeting.The media sponsor of the kyiv igaming affiliate conference is an online business publication about the gambling business login casino, the media sponsor is the international publication yogonet.The program of the event is available on the official website: affiliconf.Com.Ua.Did you like the post? Share the site with your friends!If you have questions about where and what to use best affiliate marketing networks , you will get a great opportunity to contact us on this address.============================================================================
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